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GARDENISER PRO goes to RU:RBAN
Following the first edition of the GARDENISER project newsletter, in Italy a fruitful

partnership  with SIDIG-MED project has been realised. While the ENPI

programme was promoting exchanges between public authorities on the

GOVERNANCE aspect of urban and peri-urban agriculture phenomena, under the

LIFELONG LEARNING PROGRAMME the civic society was focusing on QUALITY in

community urban gardens. Common dissemination activities and further

reflections were made, bringing the City of Rome to be awarded  by the European

Commission as a city with Urban resilience Best practice in Europe.     

A specific programme in Europe is promoting RESILIENCE among municipalities

and EXCHANGES of good practices: URBACT. The Municipality of Rome is currently

leading the second phase of RU:RBAN, an Urbact project that involves France (city

of Caen), Greece (city of Thessaloniki), Lithuania (city of Vilnius), Poland (city of

Kraków), Portugal (city of Loures) and Spain (city of A Coruña). RU:URBAN focuses

on urban regeneration and proposes models of redevelopment and social

inclusion through urban gardens.

 

The project received a grant of € 600,000 by the European Territorial Cooperation

framework for sustainable and integrated urban development. The mission of the

project is to,  not only in raise the capacity of citizens to organise and manage

urban gardens, but also to  help local governments  draft their own Regulation of

Urban Gardens at a local level.
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There are three main focus areas of common reflection

and development that  have  been idenitfied in the

RU:URBAN project, thanks to a continuous consultation

with the Urban Local Group of citizens involved in Urban

Gardens, established in each country: GOVERNANCE,

CAPACITY BUILDING and TRAINING.

All the three areas have a common denominator: the

Gardeniser. The professional profile promoted by

Erasmus+ VET project GARDENISER PRO and its glossary

merge completely in RU:RBAN. The training fields present

in the Gardeniser pro training course underline the

functions and responsibilities of the Gardeniser. The

Gardeniser  facilitates the relationships between urban

gardens and institutions, and  fosters capacity building

among gardeners, seeing the urban garden as a way to

bring social change in the community.

Replay Network, in Italy, has received the mandate by the RU:RBAN project to organise and run three training days

in Rome (Italy),  Caen (France) and  in Loures (Portugal), to highlight innovation among the 2 projects. In

theseevents, municipality officers and urban gardeners are taking part in a training session completely dedicated

to understanding the values, content and skills that the Gardeniser pro project attributes to the PROFESSIONAL

PROFILE of a GARDENISER. The implementation of some of the activities developed in Gardeniser pro’s Training for

Gardenisers (Intellectual Output 2) are  combined with the approach of the Training for Trainers (Intellectual

Output 1), sorting out an interactive training intervention, aimed at:

- Raising awareness about the profile of the Gardeniser

- Developing the capacity to recognise gardeners able to undertake with this role

- Fostering the ability of public bodies to recognise the potential of the role of the Gardeniser, and to support its

development.        

Last February 2019, the first training day in Rome took place and involved the public officers of the 7

municipalities with great   success. All the cities are very interested in following the development of the Gardeniser

pro project.  Some of them are interested to take part as observers or to send a local gardener to take part to the

national training of  Gardenisers, implemented  this semester by the partners of Gardeniser pro. A wider

perspective is now available  for the Gardeniser pro project. The next  training day under RU:RBAN will be in

France, where all the work on the profile of the Gardeniser has started in 2012. Stay tuned!

In the UK Social Farms & Gardens (SF&G)  had a  full cohort of 21 delegates

for the Gardeniser course which ran  18th -24th March. Delegates came

from all over the UK and were mainly already quite experienced at running

community gardens and farms but were enthusiastic about taking part in an

EU accredited course and were keen to meet and learn from other

experienced people.

 

The course was  run at Deen City Farm in Merton south London. Deen City

Farm is one of London’s oldest City Farms established in 1978 and is a very

active site with lots going on. Further information about the farm can be

found here: https://www.deencityfarm.co.uk/.

Training in United-Kingdom

https://www.deencityfarm.co.uk/


Training in France

Besides going to Deen City Farm every day the delegates had  a

number of trips planned to other farms and gardens in London as

part of the course. We had a lot of material to get through so each

day was  quite full and action packed! The delegates were   trained

by a number of SF&G staff over the course of the week as well as

learning from other SF&G members.
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Pistes-Solidaires will organize its training course from April 23rd to

April 27th, in cooperation with the City of Pau through the House of

the Gardener, a structure gathering all the urban gardens of the city,

as well as the Conservatory of Ancient Vegetables of Béarn (CLAB).

This training, that will be held in the facilities of the House of the

Gardener, will  gather 20 participants that will follow and attend the

course to improve their competences. The cooperation between all

these local organizations is an opportunity to promote at the local

level this European project and remind the participants that the

international character of phenomenon of the urban gardens.

Upcoming training in Europe

Following   the training course in Manchester in 2018, the partners of Gardeniser Pro are preparing their local

implementation, where they will train 20 aspiring Gardenisers in each country. The following agenda showsthe dates of

the training by country :

- United Kingdom: March 13th 2019 – March 24th 2019

- Greece: May 2019 (to be confirmed)

- France: April 23rd 2019 – April 27th 2019

- Italy: June 3rd 2019 – June 8th 2019

- Germany: May 13th 2019 – May 18th 2019


